Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation [if general]
Postgraduate Certificate in Nanotechnology

Brief note about nature of change: removal of attendance and participation requirements from the regulations, more detail around submission of assessed work

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2016 http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/pcertinnano/administratorview/

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2017
[And]
For first examination from 2017-18

Detail of change
[1.18] delete [1.18] to [1.20] inclusive

Insert “5. Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners in a portfolio of assignments (written reports, problem sheets and presentations) for each of the modules in the Schedule, totalling not more than 2500 words in length for Module 1, and not more than 6000 words for each of Modules 2 and 3.”
[1.21] delete from “The assessed work” to “shall notify candidates” and insert

“6. The assessed work set out in clause 5 shall be submitted through an approved online submission system to the examiners c/o Registry, Department of Continuing Education, 1 Wellington Square, Oxford OX1 2JA, for consideration by such date as the examiners shall determine and of which they shall notify candidates.”


Delete “attendance and”

Explanatory Notes